VanJess Release “Slow Down” Featuring Lucky Daye
New Rendition of Standout Single Off ‘Homegrown’ EP (Keep Cool/RCA
Records)
Announces Special Vinyl Edition Release

LISTEN TO “SLOW DOWN” FT. LUCKY DAYE HERE
LISTEN TO ‘HOMEGROWN’ EP HERE

“Harmonies so fluid, that it’s impossible to imagine one without the other” – Pitchfork
“Brilliantly fusing elements of old school R&B with funk" – Refinery29
"The current queens of R&B" – V Magazine
“VanJess perfected their own R&B sound” – Okayplayer

(New York, NY – Friday, August 13th) Today, Nigerian-American sister duo VanJess release a slinky new
rendition of their song “Slow Down” featuring Keep Cool/RCA Records labelmate and fellow R&B
heavyweight Lucky Daye. An undeniable standout in what Rolling Stone calls one of the best projects of
2021 (‘Homegrown’ EP), the Top 15 R&B radio single that has amassed nearly ten million global streams
exemplifies their glimmering, nostalgic sound.
LISTEN TO “SLOW DOWN” FT. LUCKY DAYE HERE
On “Slow Down,” VanJess’ on-point harmonies are accentuated by a brassy saxophone line and romantic
production from Snakehips & Jonah Christian. In May they made their national television debut on the
Tamron Hall Show performing the “sultry ballad” (NPR Music).
WATCH THE PERFORMANCE HERE
'Homegrown' – the short yet expansive project – was released February 5th via Keep Cool/RCA Records
and is the follow up to their debut album, 'Silk Canvas,' which caught the attention of critical
gatekeepers for its unique soul/funk integration and careful collaborations.
The project hosts a robust group of collaborators, including KAYTRANADA, Devin Morrison and Jimi
Tents. VanJess takes the listener through an alluring sonic journey that weaves through groovy, high
energy beats and slowed down, sensual harmonies. From start to finish, the nine-song collection is a
showcase of VanJess’ elevated vocal and visual stylings—a testament to the incredible heights they’ve
reached since their debut album in 2018.

READ MORE ON ‘HOMEGROWN’ EP
Vogue | Refinery29 | Buzzfeed | LADYGUNN | Galore

ABOUT VANJESS
Growing up between Nigeria and California, VanJess have brought an entirely new take to contemporary
R&B, one that pays tribute to ‘90s greats like TLC, SWV, and Aaliyah, while instinctually inciting an
inimitable style. The sisters cut their teeth online with a string of viral covers, bursting onto the scene
with their self-released debut album, a definitive R&B statement, and a smooth, seductive record that
took the R&B world by storm.
VanJess have previously worked with KAYTRANADA, Ari Lennox, and Xavier Omăr, to name a few, and
recently collaborated with some of their most acclaimed peers on songs including “Stickin’” (Sinead
Harnett and Masego, who appeared on VanJess’ 2018 debut LP), “Say Yes” (TOKiMONSTA), “I Had A
Love Song” (Ant Saunders), and “Floating” (Mannywellz).
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